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About This Content

One year has passed since the one the Orcs call the "Scourge from the West" came and single-handedly crushed the Orc Prides
of Grushnak, Vor, Gorbat, and Rak'Shor. The Allied Kingdoms, now linked by farportal to their distant, long-lost Sunwall allies,
have helped them conquer most of Var'Eyal. The few remnants of the ravaged Prides are caged... but one Pride remains. Kruk

Pride, isolated on an island, is the last orcish settlement that stands; they, too, face their impending doom. The Sunwall has
blockaded the only exit point from the island, and now, the technologically advanced civilization of Steam Giants have come
down from the mountains to take their homeland with machines and weaponry unlike anything else on Eyal. Kruk Pride has

reverse-engineered their technology before; their only hope is to do it again and rise up against the Pride's foes.
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Explore a whole new campaign from level 1 to 50, one year after the events of the original Tales of Maj'Eyal campaign.
Liberate the Orcs (or die trying) by rising up against the Sunwall, the Steam Giants of Atmos, and other dangers that
may lie in wait...

Play as one of three new races: the battle-hardened Orcs, the brutal Yetis, and the unstoppable Whitehooves. Discover
their stories, their pains, their hopes... and their awesome racial powers!

Risk your life in over 20 unique zones! Explore the ruins of a lost city, lay siege to the Sunwall forces at the Gates of
Morning, and raid the Steam Giants' mining quarry - each has its own unique foes and hazards, leading each to feel and
play different from the others.

Play as one of the three new tinker classes: Gunslingers, Sawbutchers, and Psyshots! Crush and rend your foes with
heavy metal, electrocute and immolate them with your gadgets, charge across the battlefield or nimbly strafe in style -
each plays differently, and none provide any shortage of ways to slay your foes.

Master steam technology to build powerful tinkers to augment your equipment. Need to close in a bit quicker? Turn your
boots into rocket boots! Having a hard time deciding whether to shoot someone or stab them? Build a Hand Cannon into
your gloves, or deploy a Weapon Automaton to do the stabbing for you! If you have a problem, steamtech has a solution,
usually involving explosions; with over 80 different powerful contraptions to craft, enjoy unparalleled versatility and
trying something different with every playthrough.

Master the tactical uses of over 140 talents! Fire bouncing trick-shots and psychic-infused shots, use your steamsaws as
shields or wheels, terrify your foes with long mechanical arms - there are no "boring" talents here, everything has its own
special applications and properties!

Use advanced technology in the world of Eyal! Burrow through sand, plant bombs to destroy tunnels, and discover that
you aren't alone in using it...

Infusions and runes are for puny humans; implant new medical injectors to pump an array of experimental chemicals
into your body! Injectors can use any (infinitely reusable) salve in your inventory as long as they're off their cooldown,
giving you versatility you've wished you could get with a couple of inscriptions.

Loot over 70 new and powerful artifacts. Pump lead into foes with big guns, quick guns, and explosive guns! Shred them
with saws that maim, saws that thirst for blood, and saws that aren't really saws! Violate common sense by strapping a
rocket to your back and calling it a jetpack!

Enjoy dying in horrible and exotic ways at the hands (or claws, jaws, guns...) of over 140 new creatures! Not mere piles
of stats and chain-stuns, these foes will provide unique challenges - suffer the Sunwall's newest cosmic spells, the new
breeds of ritches that infest and multiply, the Steam Giants' elaborate defense systems, and find new strategies to adapt
to each!

Earn a trunkload of achievements! Have your accomplishments recognized for liberating the Orcish people, displaying
exceptional mercy or cruelty, or showing your prowess with impressive feats! Give a boss a fate worse than death, show
Sunwall forces how frustrating it is to fight a Radiant Horror as a paladin, come out on top against impossible odds,
display a suicidal lack of situational awareness, and wear a badge of pride or shame for each!

Read roughly 27,000 words of new lore to immerse yourself in the world! Learn how things have changed since the
Scourge's campaign, feel hatred and/or pity for your foes, uncover grand schemes and sinister plots, and notice the
elaborate connections between Var'Eyal's numerous factions. Every zone has a story behind it, and every story ties into a
bigger picture; enjoy a tale of horror and humor, of intrigue and glory, of despair and hope.

Earn the right to use the classic (and Ashes of Urh'Rok) classes in Embers of Rage, and the new tinker classes in
Maj'Eyal! Play a Brawler in the East to fulfill your life-long dream of suplexing an entire nation of giants, or play a
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Sawbutcher in Maj'Eyal to shred through Dreadfell in a whirlwind of sawblades and steam!
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tales of maj'eyal embers of rage. tales of maj'eyal embers of rage final boss. tales of maj'eyal embers of rage zone order. tales
of maj'eyal embers of rage unlocks

Best space exploration game I\u00b4have ever played. Can be still buggy, poor voice over. I would give this a neutral but steam
only has negative and positive. Very deep and very hard.. Simon the Sorcerer is one of the best adventure games ever. I
remember him as something that made my childhood a better place.
mojotouch did a great job and brought us the game back after many years with many innovations and graphics enhancements
and many other good things.
And what makes me particularly happy is that the game has also been translated into my mother tongue - Hebrew.
I highly recommend it.. I saw one of my favorite Twitch streamers play this and I was like, "Hey, this looks pretty cool!"

Boy was I wrong.

There is no one playing this game, not even a single lobby. All I wanted to do was argue with strangers about how a 100 foot tall
Hellen Keller driving the Popemobile would win against Canada with T-Rex arms that can spawn an army of internet trolls, but
the community was so dead that I joined a group to combat this. They did not help. If you want to play this, either buy four
copies of this game (or less, depending on how many friends you have), or buy the physical copy of the game. In conclusion,
3/10 would only buy with friends.. Loved the third game, and was super excited to find the first one getting rereleased on Steam
as well. It definitely holds up!!!!. Of the various Totem games in this series (Ironclads collection), I found this one the most
playable. I believe this was the first one they issued.

The interface allows the ships to be separated into individual squadrons. While historically inaccurate, it renders the game much
more playable, plus helps illustrate just why ships of this era used the line tactics. Later games of this series only allow grouping
the ships, and once a ship is heavily damaged, it (uncontrollably) breaks off. Whilst very realistic, also very frustrating (Hey!
I\u2019m gonna go get sunk by running past the main battle group).

The projected path feature is really nice, and allows you fair control of the course. The various armaments display when a shot
is available, albeit for a split second sometimes. Pausing the ship motion is controlled by clicking icons on the display panel, and
judicious use of saved games.

The data displayed and ship information is very detailed, and appears fairly accurate. The same applies to the ship names. The
models are very well done, and looks like a lot of work and research went into them. I can\u2019t believe other reviews
complaining about lack of animated crew jumping about! Really?

Overall, I believe this is a fun game and enjoyed it. This was a great work of programming and modelling. Other reviews need to
cut Totem some slack \u2013 I don\u2019t see any Americans making anything like this. It very much reminds me of the
Yaquinto boardgame Ironclads, with some similar elements of gameplay.

Recommendations for the Totem staff: apply this control interface to the later games in the series. It was very well done here.
Also, muting the soundtrack would be nice. \u043e\u0442\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u0430\u044f
\u0440\u0430\u0431\u043e\u0442\u0430!
. The only real downside to this game is that it is on rails. You don't control the mech, just its arms. But its still a lot of fun. I
enjoyed every minute of it. This is quality content that VR desperatly needs. Games like this need to succeed so that VR can
too. Buy it and play it. You will have fun.. A really enjoyable loco and a joy to drive once you get the hang of the
reverser\/regulator ratio and to have the dampers open from the moment you start or steam generation will fall rapidly. It comes
in both green and a black version with or without smoke deflectors which pretty much gives you four loco's to choose from.

Only real issues I had was the manual not being overly detailed which is not good for a loco in the "Pro" range and no examples
or guides for the mounted discs or what their particular postion means. Despite the Auto fireman on TS itself the S15 comes
with it's own manually activated Auto fireman which is not a problem but the manual states "Injectors require manual control".
This is only partially true but the only one required to be operated manually is the sall injector while the rest is taken care of by
the auto fireman.

For those who might use the S15 in scenario making may come across a issue when once the loco is set to be player driven a
window will pop up regarding brake type. This will remain in place blocking any build options underneath it and it will not close
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. A fix to this will involve going into the scenario builder and wait for the window to pop up. Once this happen go and play the
scenario and wait for the window again. Close it and go directly into the scenario builder again "Ctrl + E" and now it should be
gone letting you continue you're work.

Overall I give it a thumbs ups and a long awaited addition to Southern rollingstock.. There's quite a few reviews that describe
this game the same way. I think the primary reason behind that is The Legend of Dark Witch 2 is 100% an homage, if not a
'love letter', to the Parodius and Megaman franchieses.

It starts with the base mechanics... You have in level upgrades that you can select as you accumulate 'Tres'. This is the
Gradius/Parodius mechanic. A bar along the bottom of the screen grows as you kill enemies, the farther along the bar you are,
the more powerful (relatively) the upgrade is. You can activate the power-up at anytime with a button press (B on an XBox
controller). 100% the Parodius power-up system.

Each level has an end boss with a specific weapon that you learn once you beat them. To get to them it's a side scrolling, run and
gun platformer. You can play the levels, for the most part, in any order. This is 100% the Megaman modality.

The two styles mesh perfectly together. Playing through on Casual, the game was simple enough but it had sufficent challenge
and I'm looking forward to tackling the harder levels.

I do see this as more of a Parodius X Megaman than Gradius based on the beautiful, charasmatic and cartoony characters and
environments. Several of the stages are just full of detail and really harken back to the 32-Bit console days. TLoDW2 feels like
a Sega Saturn game.

Even better, the mechanics aren't limited to just choose your power-ups and choose your path. There is also a light RPG
mechanics where the Tres you accumulate is carried over. You can then exchange Tres, and the hidden Syega crystals, for
upgrades to your weapons and power-ups. I horded Tres probably a lot longer than I should, mostly just upgrading the increased
Tres drops by enemies (always take your XP multipliers when offered) and increased base damange. I strugged a bit on the final
boss until I really committed to increasing my overall health (which was a mistake to hold off on) and unlocking at least the
recovery magic item.

I was enjoying the game up until that point, but I realized I loved this title when presented with the new game plus and mini-
game options. For New Game+ you unlock the bonuses you want with another form of the Syega currency. Things like higher
jump, simplified blocking and increased health. Even better, you not only earn Syega by completing the game but by playing the
mini-games! Spending some time with the video poker mode, I was able to unlock more bonuses. And while it's just video
poker, I loved having a way to unlock power ups in a relaxed, low key manner.

Clearly a ton of thought and heart went into this game.. --- UPDATED REVIEW AS PER JUNE 2018

I still think GoeVOX is a pretty neat tool to generate terrain, however...
The developer hasn't updated GeoVOX for over a year bow and there are some issues that are not addressed at all. I've also
heard from one of the programmers that the developer has hired that he hasn't been paid since the start of this year, which
shows that GeoVOX has been abandoned.

That doesn't mean that I think GeoVOX should be reviewed as NEGATIVE as I've changed it to. All I've written below is still
true and I am still using GeoVOX as my main terrain development tool for my current project (even with the flaws that are still
there). I've just changed the review to NEGATIVE to warn you as potential buyer that you WILL NOT get any support for any
problems you have.

--- Original review November 6, 2016 below

I think GEOVOX is okay, but only IF you're using the Unity3D engine as your development envorinment. Reason for this is that
GEOVOX uses only 2 kinds of exports:
1. it's own file which can be imported into Unity3D with it's own plugin. It works fine, but is darn slow.
2. .OBJ files along with .PNG terrain maps for other engines, but with the size of the directory created I figure it'll be a pain to
import in Unreal\/CryEngine.
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There is a problem with mouse speed though. The click for adding new voxels is very sensitive and before you know you add
more changes than you initially wanted :D The only REAL bad thing I found is that the mouse axis are reversed by default and
after you've chanced them, you can not save the setting. Problem solved, it's now saving my mouse axis settings.

Customer support of AGF in general is very good. They are active on the forums here and reply very quickly to questions you
have.

One thing to keep in mind though. The recommended RAM is 2Gb, but that's to run GEOVOX itself. Depending on the size of
the terrain\/map you've made you DO NEED 8Gb or even 16Gb to import it into Unity3D...

Now I'll be back to GEOVOX to make some nice landscapes to use in my (hopefully) future RPG.
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Got this on the Halloween sale, and it's the best money I've ever spent! The game is really charming, straight forward and
humorous. There are a few things that could be improved though, but they're not very important for the full experience of this
game.

I started playing it yesterday after having absolutely nothing to do, and I got stuck in front of the screen for over 4 hours! That
rarely happens for me when I try out a new game!

Even though I got this on sale, it's easily worth its original pricing! Just do it! Get it!. Steel Storm is great alone but it becomes
awesome in co-op.. this is a very early aphla and in no form is it a game. It's really early access. In that statue of development it's
not wearth a single cent. Half of the game isn't translated and still in polish, the Game itself is no more then making stupid PR-
Events and research (You'll click "NEXT" the whole time). There is no option to turn down the volume (and it IS loud). With
the preview pictures you'll expect a really good grafic, but beneth the "Area" you can see on the screenshots you'll never be able
to see something else.
95% of that written featurelist is marked as "Not yet finished" in the game and you aren't be able todo anything beneth clicking
"research" with a complete bogus interface and click "next round". And in some cases - cause there is no autosafe-function - the
game simply looses it's interface and all progress is lost.

Really, if you're looking for some space game in a similar kind, get Kerbal, but DON'T BUY THIS PAECE OF CRAP!. This
route is very pretty and come with a cool little 2 car DMU and a nice Intercity train making this route very good for people who
want pretty scenery, intercity trains and cool little 2 car trains and you get all that for a tiny price! Go buy it NOW!. To play to
this game is a must if you are a fan of SAO's saga. It's the first and another perspective of how SAO would be if Kirito and co,
would have to finish the game in order to come back to de the real world and can log out of Aincrad.
There are a lot of dialogues but the game is like a graphic novel and all the voices are in Japanese so while you are playing is like
you are watching the anime once more time.
The controls are very easy and and there are a lot of differents missions.
. It crashes sooo many times before the end of an event...(So many "world records" lost...)
the rest is ok
game is fun
even better with friends (that I don't have)
bought it on a 70% off
worth every single penny
. Not compatible with windows 10
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